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Objective 

 

● To help Students understand that it is their response to life’s situations, 

and not the situations themselves that mold character and relationships.  

 

 

Social-Emotional Concepts  

 

● Decision-Making Skills- Lesson 2 

 

 

Social-Emotional Skills/Traits 

 

● Humility 

● Self-Confidence 

● Problem-Solving 

● Accountability 

 

Materials 

 

● Lemons cut into wedges or pieces (one piece per student) 

● Lemons cut in ½ 

● Lemon juicer 

Sugar or a jug of pre-made lemonade (store bought is fine) 

● Small Cups 

 

** this lesson includes asking the students to taste a lemon and drink 

lemonade. Please discuss this with the teacher in advance to ensure there 

are no citrus allergies. At the end of the lesson, time permitting, the instructor 

may demonstrate how to make lemonade from lemons. They may also offer to 

give the students a small cup of lemonade as a treat.  

 

Literature: 

 

● Emanuel’s Dream by Laurie Ann Thompson  
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Introduction: 

 

Pass out a small piece of lemon to each student and encourage them to taste 

the lemon; taste a piece yourself. Ask them “how does it taste?” (sour, juicy, 

sweet, salty).  

 

Say: “Attitude makes a difference in the way people handle the “lemons” or 

“sour” parts of their lives. It is a choice; each of us can decide to let the “sour” 

parts of our lives get us down, or to make lemonade out of lemons! Have you 

heard the statement ‘if life gives you lemons – make lemonade?’ What do you 

think this means?” (make the best out of bad situations, try to stay positive, no 

matter what, don’t let things get you down).  

 

Say: “Our focus should be on making the very best out of every situation, even 

the difficult ones!  We are going to learn about a boy named  

Emmanuel who did just that. This is the true story of Emmanuel Ofosu  

Yeboah who was born with a disability that impacted the use of one of his legs.” 

 

The Lesson: 

 

1. Read the story, Emmanuel’s Dream to the class and discuss the following 

questions. 

 

● How was Emmanuel encouraged as a very young boy? (anticipated 

responses: His mother sent him to school and told him he could have 

anything, but he would have to get it for himself.) How do your parents 

encourage you? (will vary) 

● How did Emmanuel get to school after he was too heavy for his mother to 

carry? ( He hopped, two miles each way on one leg by himself.) 

● At first, no one would play with Emmanuel, what made them change their 

mind? (Emmanuel saved his money and bought a new soccer ball which 

he shared with them. He also earned their respect by playing soccer on 

crutches.) 

● What happened when Emmanuel tried to ride a bike? (He fell several 

times, but always got back up, his friend Godwin helped him until he was 

able to ride on his own.) 

Say: “Emmanuel could have given up when he kept falling down, but he 

made a choice, a decision, to stick with it and in the end, he was able to 

make lemons out of lemonade! 
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● When Emmanuel had to leave home to support his family, did he have 

success finding a job right away? (no, no one would hire him, he was told 

to go out and beg like other disabled people…but he refused. Finally, a 

shop owner offered him a job and a place to live.) 

● What was Emmanuel’s dream? (to bicycle around Ghana.) 

● How did Emmanuel use his cycling to make the best of a difficult situation 

(he brought attention to his disability and what he was doing, he spoke to 

a lot of people and shared his message that ‘one leg is enough to do 

great things – and one person is enough to change the world’.) 

 

 

Reflect on the Lesson 

 

Emmanuel is an amazing young man and an excellent example of someone who 

took a difficult situation and not only made the best out of it but went above and 

beyond to help others understand that disabilities can be overcome. I’d like you 

to reflect on this, especially if you are dealing with a difficult situation. What can 

you do to make the best of the situation? Remember, you can always ask your 

parents, teachers and friends for help when you are dealing with difficult 

situations or decisions. When you need inspiration, just think of Emmanuel! 

 

If time permits, instructor can demonstrate how to make lemonade from lemons 

with lemon halves, sugar and the juicer. Instructor may also offer a small cup of 

lemonade to the students as a treat, reminding them that sweet things can 

come out of sour beginnings. 

 

 

 

 

 

                     
                            


